Education is not preparation
for life; education is life itself
L. M. Anishkevich
Myadel Gymnasia

Finish the proverb:
1.If you want to be on top
2. Knowledge is
3. Spare the rod and
4. I hear and I forget. I see
5. It’s never too
6. Money spent on the brain
7. All work and no play
8. A man of words and not of deeds

1.If you want to be on top

don’t let education stop.

2. Knowledge is

power (light. wealth)

3. Spare the rod and

and spoil the child.

4. I hear and I forget. I see
5. It’s never too

and I remember. I do and I
understand.
late to learn.

6. Money spent on the brain

is never spent in vain.

7. All work and no play

makes jack a dull boy.

8. A man of words and not of
deeds

is like a garden full of weeds.

Finish the quotation or Who said it ?
Men learn while …
 Genius is one per cent inspiration and…
 The roots of education are bitter but …
 Whatever you cannot understand you …
 Anyone who stops learning is old,
whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone
who …
 Education is an admirable thing, but it is
well to remember from time to time that…


Men learn while they teach. Seneca.
 Genius is one per cent inspiration and 99 % perspiration. T. Edison.
 The roots of education are bitter but the fruit is sweet.
Aristotle.
 Whatever you cannot understand you cannot possess. Goethe




Anyone who stops learning is old,
whether at twenty or
eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays young. The greatest thing
in life is to keep your mind. Henry Ford.



Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from
time to time that nothing that is worth knowing can be taught. Oscar
Wilde.

Finish the sentence


School is a place where …



Studying is …



If I were you …



I wish I could …



I would never have thought that …



I would be perfectly happy if …



I am proud of the fact that …



It is a well- known fact that …



Believe it or not but …



University students of Oxford and Cambridge …



Wonders happen when …



It has been a dream of my life to



A person who speaks many foreign languages …



Parents should always …

Listening Comprehension
https://www.real-english.com/reo/24b/unit24b.htm







What do they do for a living?
Try to remember the quantity of the interviewed people.
Stop. Give some predictions. Will there be people of our
profession?
How many people were asked?
How many of them seem to have already found his / her
dream job?
Can you say the same about yourself?

“It can’t be worse”
https://audio-class.ru/english-jokes/worst-things.php

 What is the best way of up-bringing children to

your mind?
 Can you boast of knowing it?
 Are your children ideal? Were you ideal at their

age?

Reading. “It can’t be worse”

 Can anything be worse than this situation?

 What are your feelings and emotions?
 How can you characterize Joshua, the son?
 What is the end of the story as you imagine it?
 Now let’s read the story till the end.

Family is the most important thing in a
person’s life.
 Exercise-books do not hug you

at difficult times.

 Gifted schoolchildren will not wait for you

home.
 Titles will not wish you

good night.

 Portfolios don’t brew your

favourite tea.

 Categories don’t say good words.
 Reports do not cover you with a blanket.
 Love your nearest and dearest.

at

Веселый учитель
Семья – самое важное в жизни человека.
 Тетради не обнимут в трудную минуту.
 Олимпиадники не будут ждать дома.
 Звания не пожелают спокойной ночи.
 Портфолио не заварит любимый чай.
 Категория не скажет добрых слов.
 Отчеты не укроют пледом.
 Любите родных.
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